Xavier's Daily
Challenge yourself!
Who makes it, has no need of it. Who
buys it, has no use for it. Who uses it
can neither see nor feel it. What is it?
Answer - Coffin

Spectrum's Corner
Thought of the Day

When we are no longer able to change
a situation, we are challenged to
change ourselves.
Word of the Day

Equanimity: maintaining composure in
stressful situations
Sentence:-" He accepted both the good
and the bad with equanimity “

WHAT MAKES IPHONE
DIFFERENT?
Written and Designed by - Marshal Soren

[IT Club]

The smartphones designed by Apple have long occupied a strong
position in the mobile market. They have become so popular
that every other person in large cities carries an iPhone.

• Fast & Smooth
The intriguing part about iPhone is it starts opening background
apps as soon as you start browsing it.
• Work With Mac Apps
The continuity feature in macOS allows you to send and receive
messages over MacBook along with calls. The only thing you
need to do is to keep your iPhone near the MacBook. One
iPhone and MacBook connect, you will see the magic of how well
both of them work.
• Easy & Simple Usage
The iPhone ensures all apps and functions are performing the
way Apple intended them to perform with less customization,
which allows for a very simple user experience.

DID YOU KNOW?
The first American alarm clock was created
in 1787 by Levi Hutchins in Concord, New
Hampshire and it only rang at 4 AM, in order
to wake him for his job.

• Better Integration of Hardware & Software
Apple designs both the hardware and software for its devices to
attain maximum stability. Google does this through its Nexus line
of products.
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• Restrictions on third-party software
iPhone does not allow the use of any third-party software. This
also makes iPhone more secure. All iPhone compatible software
must either by released or approved by Apple in order to work
on the iPhone.

